2020-2021 Headwaters Ranch Price List
headwatersranchtx.com
Ranch Manager: Shane Baker 210-284-6700
Office Manager: Sheila Chandler 210-605-8418

Headwaters Ranch offers 7,300+ acres of beautiful Texas Hill Country with an abundance of bubbling springs, including the headwaters of the crystal clear Blanco River and multiple trophy bass lakes, ponds and streams.

**Trophy Hunts:** Choose the Ranch Lodging or Luxury Lodging Trophy Hunting Package

**Meat Hunts** (after 11.3.20): Choose the Day Meat Hunt or Overnight Meat Hunt Package.

**Ranch Lodging Trophy Hunt Package (2 night/3 day)**
Weekday Hunt is $750 per hunter; Weekend Hunt is $850 per hunter.

What's Included:
- Comfortable ranch house lodging with full kitchen and BBQ grill
- Private hunting guide
- Field dressing and transportation of your game to taxidermist and/or processor
- Bring your own food and beverage

Additional Options:
- Additional non-hunting guests: $50/night
- Non-hunting children under 12 are free
- Additional hunting nights: $275/night
- Trophy fee charged on all animals. See Trophy Fees list below. Note: Wounded animals are considered a kill. We will make every effort to recover any wounded game
- Transportation to and from the San Antonio airport: $250
- Helicopter Hog hunts can be arranged with outside contractor: ask for pricing
- Professional filming of your hunt. Capture the moment for a lifetime! Ask for pricing.
- Night-vision guided wild boar hunt (unlimited harvest up to 2 hours): $200
- Canoe and paddle-board rental on crystal clear lake: $50 per day
- Trophy Bass fishing with a guide - Catch and Release: $100 per day.

**Prices subject to change based on availability**  Last updated 06.16.2020
Luxury Lodging Trophy Hunt Package (2 night/3 day)  
Weekday Hunt is $1,000 per hunter; Weekend Hunt is $1,250 per hunter

What’s included:
- Luxury lodging
- 3 meals per day
- Non-alcoholic beverages
- Private hunting guide
- Opportunity to shoot a wide selection of trophy animals
- Field Dressing
- Transportation of your harvested animal to local processor and taxidermy
- Tennis court
- Pool/outdoor spa
- Canoeing and paddle boarding on crystal clear Blanco River
- Trophy bass fishing with a Guide
- Night-vision guided wild boar hunt (up to 2 hours)
- Tour original pioneer log cabin and grave site. Headstone states "Killed by Indians"
- Access to our private 4,350 foot paved and lighted runway

Additional Options:
- Additional non-hunting guests: $100/night
- Non-hunting children under 12: $50/night
- Additional hunting nights: $500/night
- Trophy fee charged on all animals. See Trophy Fees list below. Note: Wounded animals are considered a kill. We will make every effort to recover any wounded game
- Transportation to and from the San Antonio airport: $250
- Helicopter Hog hunts can be arranged with outside contractor: ask for pricing
- Professional filming of your hunt. Capture the moment for a lifetime! Ask for pricing.

Day Trophy Hunt (no overnight):
- $750 Day Trophy Hunt Fee (credited toward Trophy Fee if animal is harvested)

**Prices subject to change based on availability**  Last updated 06.16.2020
## Headwaters Ranch Trophy Fees:

### Whitetail Buck*
- Under 100": $1,000
- 100"-119": $1,500
- 120"-134": $2,500
- 135"-149": $4,000
- 150"-169": $6,500
- 170"-189": $8,500
- 190"-199": $10,000
- 200"-209": $12,000
- 210"-219": $14,000
- 220"-229": $16,000
- 230" plus: Contact for pricing

*Cost Based on Gross B&C score.

The following add-ons are available only after a successful trophy harvest:
- Whitetail Doe: $150
- Whitetail Cull Buck (under 120B and C up to the guide’s discretion): $1,000

### Aoudad
- Up to 30": $3,000
- Over 30": $4,000
- Nanny add-on (only available after trophy harvest): $250

### Axis Deer
- Up to 35": $3,500
- Over 35": $4,500
- Doe add-on (only available after trophy harvest): $650

### Blackbuck Antelope
- Up to 22": $2,500
- 23" and above: $3,250
- Doe add-on (only available after trophy harvest): $350

### Buffalo
- $6,500

### Elk
- Up to 330 SCI: $7,000
- 331-350 SCI: $8,500
- 351-370 SCI: $10,000
- 371-400 SCI: $12,500
- 401+ SCI: $17,000
- Cow Elk add-on (only available after trophy harvest): $1,500

### Scimitar Horned Oryx
- $4,500

### Sika
- $2,750
- Sika doe add-on (only available after trophy harvest): $300

### Spring Turkey
- $600 fee per tom (only offered as add on to trophy hunt)
- **Spring Special**
  - 2-day Spring turkey package includes a hunt with ranch house lodging and two birds: $1,500/per person

**Prices subject to change based on availability**  
Last updated 06.16.2020
Day Meat Hunt Packages (All "Meat Hunts" only available after 11.3.2020):
Note: Our guides will work hard to give you every opportunity to harvest your animal. Please note that Meat Hunt prices are flat rates for the hunting experience and the price is nonrefundable, regardless of whether you harvest an animal or not.

- Whitetail Doe Day Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt up to two whitetail does): $750
- Axis Doe Day Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt for one axis doe): $750
- Cow Elk Day Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt up to one cow elk): $1,750
- Sika Doe Day Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt up to two sika does): $750
- Additional Pricing for add-ons to one of the packages above:
  - Whitetail Doe: $150
  - Whitetail Cull Buck (under 120B and C and up to guide’s discretion): $1,000
  - Axis Doe: $650
  - Axis Cull: $1,200 - $1,500
  - Black Buck Doe: $350
  - Cow Elk: $1,500
  - Sika Doe: $300

Overnight Meat Hunt Packages (1 night/2 day lodging) after 11.3.2020:
Note: Our guides will work hard to give you every opportunity to harvest your animal. Please note that Meat Hunt prices are flat rates for the hunting experience and the price is nonrefundable, regardless of whether you harvest an animal or not.

- Whitetail Doe Overnight Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt up to four does): $1,500
- Axis Doe Overnight Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt one axis doe + one whitetail doe): $1,500
- Cow Elk Overnight Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt one cow elk + two whitetail does): $2,000
- Sika Doe Overnight Meat Hunt (opportunity to hunt up to four sika does OR two sika does + two whitetail does): $1,250

Policies for all Hunts and Packages
- First come, first served basis for reservations (Limited availability)
- $1,200 deposit per hunter to secure your reservation date for a Trophy Hunt
- $500 deposit per hunter to secure your reservation date for a Meat Hunt
- Tips for your hunting guide and cook are greatly appreciated. They work extremely hard to make your hunt a successful, memorable experience. Please tip them according to your satisfaction with their service. Hunting guide tips generally average 10%+ of your total hunt cost
- Check-in time and check-out time: 11:00AM
- Methods of harvest include rifle, bow, and handgun
- Wounded or lost game are considered a kill and charged at 100%. We will make every effort to recover wounded game
- Cancellation Policy: Deposits are non-refundable.
  - Hunts canceled in writing 30 days prior to the original hunt date may be rescheduled only once to another date.
  - Hunts canceled less than 30 days of the original hunt date will be subject to loss of the deposit at manager’s discretion.

**Prices subject to change based on availability**  Last updated 06.16.2020